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THE OLD MASTERS IN THE LOUVRE, 

AND MODERN ART. 

[CONCLUDED.] 

But you are before Titian's great picture. 
Look at it well. I know you feel its impres 
siveness. You feel its dignity and mournful 

ness. You do not ask whether the actors in 
that sad drama are Oriental; you do not ask 
how much local truth is in the representa 

tion; you do not consider any question of 
detail or of imitation. You are simply pre 
occupied with the great leading facts of the 

subject, "The Burial of Christ." In my 
judgment there is no man living capable of 

painting anything so large, natural, simple, 
true in feeling, as is this work of the free 
Venetian. Millet, the peasant painter of 

France, would be as profound and as grand, 
but perhaps not so beautiful in his treatment 
of the theme. All the modern men em 
barrass themselves and the spectator with 

the w minor conditions of their subject. 

Titian first felt its nionrnfulness and dignity; 
after that he saw it as a painter should see. 
his subject?that is, as a contrast of color 
and a harmony of lines?"a white body, 
livid, dead, carried by sanguine men, and 

wept> in a morning which makes them still 
more beautiful, by tall Lombard women 
with auburn hair." 

It is worth some emphasis of attention 
that there is but one figure painter living 
who understands nature and his subject in 
the simple way of the old masters; and that 
painter is the peasant painter of France, 
Francoise Millet. [You will observe that 
this Titian is not painted to set before you 
the beauty of the minor facts of nature? 
the "lovely detail," the piddling truths that 

make certain examples of contemporary art 

everything but works of art?everything but 

pictures as pictures were understood by the 

great painters of the sixteenth century. 
Look at those draperies; they are simply 

rich stuffs. Look at those figures; you see 
the forms are all large, no part delineated as 
if looked at very close, but as if seen from a 
distance. It is just here that the tendency 
of modern art as seen in the English Pre 

Raphaelites is- most antagonistic to the ex 

ample of the old masters. They as well as 
the realists look at every object very close, 
or imagine themselves very close to their 

subject; hence their deficiency in rendering 
the effect of masses, and also their general 
awkwardness in giving the form of things. 
They may be said to see everything in sec 
tions, in parts, whereas the great Italian and 
Flemish masters educated themselves to see 

things as wholes. 

But let these general considerations go for 
the present. Again turn to some particular 
work of the great age of painting. The 
Louvre is rich in examples of Titian's art. 
The solemn depth and mellow splendor of 
his color I cannot communicate to you. But 
I can ask you to look at his work as a por 
trait painter. In the gallery of The Seven 

Masters are three portraits. Here we are 
before two figures?two men of 

" 
the grand 

and magnificent race of Venice," clad in 
black?which justify Titian's reputation of 
being, with Velasquez, "the most grand 
painter of portraits of the world." In' these 

portraits you see that Titian can be a great 
colorist without his crimson, gold, and blue 
draperies. You see with what dignity he 
has invested his subjects, or rather what 
dignity he has found in them. Look at 
those two figures, those faces of a sallow 

complexion, the gravity of the expression, 
the high-bred air, the total absence of every 
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thing but the grave, simple manhood of 
those two* Venetians, Remark how splen 
didly and easily painted are the hands, and 
how expressive the action. I have found 
much to praise in the work of our own por 
trait painters, I even dare to mention their 
names in the same breath with the princely 
names of Titian and Velasquez. Mr. William 
Hunt's portrait of Chief Justice Shaw, 
Healy's portrait of Orestes A. Brownson, the 
lamented Furness's portrait of Mr. Emer 
son's daughter, seemed to me to be noble, 
and delightful examples of portrait art. But 
Titian is not only happier in tho costume of 
his subjects, he is even simpler in his artistic 
means; and I must say that, tho highest 
praise to be given to our best men is that 
they approximate to the nobleness and sim 
plicity of these two half-length portraits of 
Venetian noblemen, while in vigor of style 
and color these two heads arc quite beyond 
what our own men have reached. Yes, you 
must acknowledge that portrait art can 
never go bej^ond the art of Titian or of 
Rembrandt or of Velasquez; and a walk 
through the galleries of the Louvre must 
t^ach you that, or it can teach you nothing. 

Since we have touched upon this subject 
of portrait art, which is simply an artist's 
capacity to paint a man, which is the begin 
ning and the end of the highest art, look at 

Rembrandt's work. Rembrandt is repre 
sented in the Square Gallery by the head of 
a. woman; it is placed near Titian's beautiful 
Venetian girl at her toilet. At once you 
remark the. difference in the two great mas 
ters. Rembrandt is more robust, has a 

more vivid sense of the reality, than the 
noble Titian. The whole force of the per 
sonality, the full strength of the material 
being, is presented by Rembrandt.' His man 
ner of painting is much more solid, and seems 
even freer and bolder than Titian's. There 
aro several heads?heads of old men, of 
young men, and this one head of a woman 
in the Louvre, by Rembrandt. They show 
a more powerful hand, a surer hand, and a 
more sturdy feeling for reality,. than any of 
the great masters. But do not imagine that 
by reality I mean what so many mean to 
day by that Avoid as applied to pictures. Not one sharp outline, not one hard line, not one rigid form, can you rind in Rem 
brandt's work. Not in his heads can you find any trace of the realism of the photo 
graphic, Pre-Raphaelite, or topographical 
painters. In Rembrandt's heads everything is round, soft, mysterious, full, luminous, 
rich; whereas, in the art that has Holbein, and some of the English painters since the 
greatest day of English art, as its best repre 
sentatives, everything is thin, cold, hard, 
exact, defined, rigid, and dry in manner. 

If these facts mean anything, they mean 
that the art of painting has culminated? 
that it has attained its greatest perfection? 
that, so far as it is a thing to be learned, we 

must go back to the examples left by the 
groat Flemish, Spanish, and Venetian mas 
ters. But as all great art is an expression of 
personal or individual force, it is not to be 
taught. All the art discipline in the world 
could not make a Rembrandt or a Titian. It 
is therefore chiefly the critics' and the ama 
teurs' work to study the productions of the 1 
great masters. They study, not to imitate, but to understand. If in America we have 
auy young man with the genius of a painter, that genius will make its own development, and form its own style. This has been the 
case with our landscape painters. It is true I 

of Gilford, it is true of Kensett, of Durand, 
of Whittredge. I do not mean to say that 
these artists have in each ease formed a 
powerful and individual style: I mean only to say that the best part of their art is 
purely a personal development, and quite 
independent of the great examples of great 
and ancient masters. I understand, there 
fore, the value of galleries to be chiefly in 
their eifect on the intelligence of men, and 
not in their value as affording models of art 
for the imitation of young or old painters. 
A collection of paintings like that of the 
Louvre before each generation of men for 
bids that a man of intelligence shall use his 
wit and misapply his talent in trying the 
painters of his time by a false idea of paint 
ing?prevents his using his faculties of ex 
pression to annoy painters by blindly seeking to give a new direction to art, because of 
ignorance of what it actually is in its noblest 
remains. 

The antiques of the Louvre and the 
pictures of the Venetian school form ade 
quate critics, form discriminating minds, 
and actually prevent the eccentricities of 
criticism which characterize the powerful 
and unequal art-literature of the English 
language. 

English critics are all the time making 
discoveries, or reacting against old tenden 
cies. French critics always preserve a just and felicitous spirit. They either sit at the 
feet of the Greeks and mourn over the deca 
dence of pure art, or sit at the feet of the 
Venetians and reaffirm the fundamental ideas 
of painting; but they make no so-called dis 
coveries, and do not mislead their imhlie. 

But again let nie return to particular 
works. The whole art of painting is illus 
trated in the Square Gallery oi the Louvre. 
You are now opposite Paul Veronese's 
"Marriage at Cana." No picture in the 

world has had a greater influence on modern 
French art. Probably n^p picture in the 
Louvre represents the glory, the power, and 
the splendor of painting, to a painter, as the 
"Marriage at Cana." It is pre-eminently a painter's picture. It is a picture full of 
the pride of life. It is a festival where all 
the guests are princely, or grand, or beautiful. 
The very dogs have the look of dogs of race. 
It was on the 7th of July, 1864, on the day of the distribution of the annual rewards of 
the Exhibition of Fine Arts, that Marechal 
Vaillant, facing this great painting, an 
nounced that a prize of twenty thousand 
dollars was created by the Emperor, at the 
expense of the civil list, to be given everv 
I five years to the author of a great work of 
I art, of painting, of sculpture, or of archi 
tecture. That is the way they seek to evoke 
great art in France. But facing Veronese's 
great picture, under the canvases of Titian, 
Rembrandt, and Murillo, every artist, while 
he felt the inspiration of those great ex 
amples of art, should have recollected that 
they were not evoked by imperial rewards. 
Yet in spite of that the place for the an 
nouncement of the reward to an age so 
much devoted to gain was well chosen. For 
under those great canvases every artist must 
have felt the glory of his art, and burned to 
give to France some work not unworthy of a 
place under the same roof. 

You who have not seen this picture need 
not hope that you can appreciate it by what j is or has been written about it. It is, I re-! 
peat, a painter's picture. It has no literary | element. In this it differs most from modern 
pictures. Nearly all famous modern pic- \ 

tures, outside of landscape art, have the 
literary element. They appeal to the lite 
rary mind; Ihey are like pieces out of a 
story, they are seldom mere spectacles to 
please the eye. Even if you stood with me 
before Veronese's work, I* could not be sure 
that you would have a vivid appreciation of 
it. There is no tragedy in it, no humor; it 
is simply a collection o: portraits, say a 
piece of superb grouping of superb and 
magnificent people. The glory of the work 
is its life, its color. What painters call the 
just relations of color are marvellously ren 
dered on that colossal canvas. 

I have spoken of the most characteristic 
examples of the great age of painting in the 
Louvre. The question now is, How far,are 
we from the works which elicit so much ad 
miration ? I should give as the result of 
my examination of art, that the genius of 
painting is no longer known to figure paint ers in the same sense as of old. I believe 
that the true r>ainters of to-dav ji.va nnf 
rigure painters, but landscape painters. The 
figure painters have become too scientific, 
too literary. Their work is no more a mat 
ter of perception and feeling, as was the 

work of the old painters; it is a matber of 
story-telling, and the subject has gained the 
ascendency. The landsoape painters yet hold the subject subordinate; they are 
simple men of the brush. 

The finest style among modern French 
painters is to be found in landscape art. It 
is in Troyon, it is in Lambinet, it is in 

Rosseau. All these men paint,?use the 
brush splendidly; and it is just in this use 
of the brush (which distinguishes the paint 
er), that contemporary figure painters seem 
most deficient. So much so, in fact, that 
the very presence of a brush-mark is likely to bring out the reproach, "not finished 
enough." 

You have now reached the point of diver 
gence between the ancient painter's work-and 
that of the modern painter. In modern art, the subject is everything, and the artist ser 
vile or conscientious before it; in ancient 
art the subject was common, and the artist 
free, and even careless, before it. 

You have walked through the Square 
Gallery to look at the famous works of great 
painters, and, in spite of the different aim and 
the changed aspect of art, you have felt and 
admired the pictures of the men who repre sent its ancient and greatest glory. In the 
old pictures color is richer, forms simpler, 
subjects less novel, and even further from 
our sympathies, than any tiling of modern 
art. Yet, in spite of obnoxious or indiffer 
ent subjects, if you have any appreciation of 
art, you are pleased, you are even profoundly 
moved, by the splendid work of the first of 
the old masters. Why ? Because of their 

magnificent power as painters?power in just what our modern men are most deficient the 
moment we go outside of the landseapists. Here we signal the true cause of a genuine and enthusiastic appreciation of the old 
masters. It is first and last in their rjower 
as painters. The ground of appreciation of 
modern art is novelty or originality of sub 
ject, fulness and faithfulness of representa tion. Need I say that a picture may be both 
Qovel and faithful as a representation of 
nature, and yet may be a veiy ordinary, 3ven mean, example of painting. 
When Titian and Veronese, painted, man 
tvos more than nature, and only a few per sons had the passion of travel and the cuii 
>sity to know strange things. To-day we 
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know one goes to the Rocky Mountains, an 
other to the Andes, a third after icebergs. 
In the great age of painting the painters 
had not that curiosity, and their public 
cared only for a few beautiful women. A 
human figure was a poem. "The subject 
was only the occasion to represent the apo 
theosis of man in all his attributes." Then 

you could say, in the studio, How nobly he 
has seen! Now you say, How much he has 
seen! What you could have said in the 
studio of the oid painters, you say to-day in 
the gallery of the Louvre, before Titian's 
portraits or before Veronese's vast compo 
sitions. They painted beautiful human ideas. 

We no longer care for ideas?for the human 
form. Our aim is to aceumulute fa?ts, and 

-^^bts;'^"beautiful" or " 
lovely facts," to 

ddy are the cant phrases of an illegitimate 
criticism. What we have gained and what 
we have lost is a vast question, more easily 
asked than answered; but it is the question 
suggested by modern art at the Champ de 

Mars, and by ancient art at the Louvre. 
-1 I ̂ \ A - 

HANDLE TURNERS. 

On the curtain rising, slowly to soft mu 
sic, is discovered Almeira, 

" 
The Mourning 

Bride," in deep crape, vainly endeavoring 
to distil comfort from melody. Presently 
she advances to the orchestra and exclaims, 

4 Music has charms to soothe a savage breast, . To soften rocks or bend a knotted oak." 

y\ But, she adds, her grief is so overwhelm 
J) 

ing, having lost her father, that an entire 
course of Monday Popular Concerts would 
neither afford cure nor relief. 

The experiments made upon Mr. Babbage 
afford another startling proof that the in 

tently occupied mind considers as an insult '' 
'Qielntrusion of harmonies. After laboring 
for weeks, toiling at roots and surds and 

logarithms, the great calculator is within 

sight of his 
" sum tottle 

" 
when a street or 

gan strikes up its mechanic strain and sets 
the algebraic brain dancing to the "Hilda 

Waltz." Mr. Babbage loses patience, 
shows temper, upsets his stomach, and fin 
ishes work for that day. Mr. Babbage 
ought either to live in the country or in a 
padded room, or get deaf. 

Our own experience of peace disturbed, 
and angry passions roused through the 

twanging vibrations of music waves, is an 
other confirmation that the compound house 
holder when absorbed in mental work of the 
lowest character is still subject to the same 

distressing emotions as those which racked 
the Princess of Grenada and exploded the 

mathematician of London. 
We were busily engaged going over the 

butcher's book (it had no business to be so 

heavy), and we were bothered to death with 
checking the 6/4 lb. bf. at 9*4(1., and the 

8?? lb. mut. at 9)<d., when a professor of 
the barrel organ planted himself?rude 
weed?in the front garden, and commenced 
his begging concert. We were hard at work 
over 3% lb. pork chops at 8%d. when the 
savage began to "paddle his own canoe." 

We rushed to the window and made signs of 
distress, but the handsome tormentor only 
smiled back at our wrath, showed his beau 
ful teeth, and, indeed, churned the harder 
at his barrels. When we frowned he nodded 
his head ; when we cried "go away," he 

replied he was a "poor Italian." In despair 
we cast aside the butcher's book (full of 
shamefuljer/prs), and listened to eight tunes. 

"Ah ! clie lainorte " is a lovely thing, and 

it made us digest our mutton and beef fury. 
We began to think more kindly of the pic 
turesque grinder of nerves. He might be 
some educated musician, some sensitive ar 
tist reduced by want to this turning of the 
mangling machine, he might be bending 
under the heavy weight of care, as well as 
Iiis musical box. He might be acquainted 

with a tune even more distressing than those 
he played?misfortune. Taking twopence 
from the mantelpiece, we hurried to an in 
terview. 
That he might enjoy our conversation the 

better, we mixed up for him a linguistic 
salad, composed of English, Latin, French 
and Italian. He was a communicative man, 

warmly clad?haK brigand, half railway 
porter?and decorated with a peacock's 
feather and earrings. He enjoyed his smile. 

When called upon for serious opinions he 
uttered them with an air of unanswerable 

wisdom, which made discussion appear to be 
a stabbing matter. 
We begun, "You venez la bella Italia ; 

the classic superba, jolie, patria." He smiled 
twelve teeth, all white as a sole's belly. 

" 
Si, 

Signor, me Naples, from Leather Lane." 
As he could speak English and seemed 

proud of his knowledge, we withdrew our 

polyglot salad, and felt relieved. ' * Ah ! 
Naples of the clear skies and blue waters. 
Dost not long to quit our soot-clouded Lon 
don ? " His eyes looked poems, but he only 
answered?"Saffron Hill var good town;' 
plenty cabbage, plenty good fish?cheap." I 

The 
" 

cheap fish 
" 

was annoyingly unpo-1 
etical. We instantly dropped our romantic 

style of address. "Of course you are a 

thorough musician?all Italians are?born 
so. We need not ask if you are devoted to 

your art ?" 

"Oh, yaas," he replied, with a look of 

pathetic weariness. "Twelve years with 

organ?long time. Music var good thing! 
make de leetle childer dance." 

This was not encouraging. 
" You misun 

derstand ! Music?fine study?you it love? 

you it adore?for beauty, it worship." 
Even thus clearly explained he failed to 

catch our meaning. 
" 

Yaas, yaas "?nodding 
his classic head?" music good, bring money 
to poor Italiano, sometime two shilling, 
sometime one shilling?not much. Organ var 

heavy fifty pound, and make wrist tired. At 
first tire much, O, la ! now use to it, not tire 
so much as tire before use to it, you see ? 

" 

We determined on trying another tack. 
"Goethe says (see the Musical World) 'The 
worth of art appears most eminent in music, 
since it requires no material, no subject mat 

ter, whose effect must be deducted ; it is 
wholly form and power.' Now, do you 
agree with that opinion ? 

" 

After profound consideration, he replied, " 
Vaal, not when de rain fall; de wet wed 

der spoil de tunes, spoil de polish, spoil de 
clothes?music not good when rain come." 
We began to suspect that our theory of 

the educated and sensitive artist was an ab 

surdity, but we patiently pursued our in 

quiry. 
'' Just now," we continued, 

' 
'you were 

playing a morceau from Figaro. Of course, 
it is useless to inquire if you know who Mo 
zart was." 
He shook his head. " He not live in our 

court?not know him. Dere's Muscardini, 
have de monkey?non Mozart. Muscardini 

you mean." 

"No, no ! Mo-zart?the divine Mo-zarfc," 
with great distinctness. "Yon have been 

playing his music, from Figaro." 

" 
Non, non," sliaking Iiis head slowly, with 

the solemnity of wisdom; "your Mozart 
make no tune for my organ. Mr. Hicks, 
who live in Clerkenwell, he make de music 
wit a leetle hammer." 

"We are speaking of the celebrated com 

poser, Mozart," we continued; "the great 
genius who blessed the world with, alas! 
sadly too few of his noble works, for he died 
young. Mozart, the author of Figaro." 

"Den he cannot be Mr. Hicks," was tho 
absurd answer. '' 

Mr. Hicks live in Clerken 

well, at the back of the prison, ,on the oder 
side. He charge me ten shilling for de 
tune. He take de hammer and de little nail 
of brass, and make de music?so, tap, tap. 
Dat Mozart not true." 

He had seated himself on his organ the 
better to enjoy the chat. Scarcely belie vi ug 
what we had heard, preferriug to think that 
the brown-skinned son of Naples misunder 
stood us?that conversing in a foreign lan 

guage confused him?we shifted the subject 
of our discourse. 

"There is another great composer, Han 

del?George Frederick Handel?the giant 
among composers. What think you of the 
man who was born at Halle, in Germany ?" 

The Italian's features assumed a savage ex 

pression. "Italians not like de Germans. 
Dere plenty brass bands, Whitechapel. If 

dey come to Saffron Hill we say 
' 
go away.' 

We fight battles. Dere is no Handel in our 
court." " The Handel I refer to died in 1759, aged 
seventy-four years, aud is now worshipped 
by musicians as one of the greatest in the 
calendar of sainted genius. You do not 
know his works ?" 

He endeavored to explain to me his hatred 
for Germans. 

'' 
De poor Italiano play de or 

gan?vaal, de Garman trompets come?vaal, 
two musics not good. De people say, 

* 
Vat 

noise ! Go away ! Vat noise is dis ? So, 
no penny poor Italiano. Garmans!" he 
crunched his teeth together. 

* * 
Your Handel 

come to Saffron Hill?he see ! Huh !" 
When an Italian is angry he should be 

comforted, so wc allowed him to grind his 

superb teeth over the thoughts of Handel? 

(he was used to abuse enough while he 

lived)?and gently coaxed the savage back 
to Italian memories. 

" 
There once lived a famous Italian named 

Donizetti. He was a writer of music. Have 

you ever heard of him ?" 
With a sudden delight he cried out, "Dat 

good man ! Dat good man ? Yars ! You 
know him !" 

"We were not personally acquained," wo 

replied modestly, yet charmed with the poor 
fellow's enthusiasm, and delighted at hav 

ing at last raked out of his dust-bin mind 
one great name he recognized. 

" 
His glo 

rious works are thoroughly admired." 
"Ah! ah! glorious vorks !" Then he 

laughed and smacked his lips. "Do saus 

age di Bologna, do maccaroni of Naples?dat 
good works?yars." The wretch was talking 
of a provision merchant. 

Disgusted, wearied, sorrowful, we only put 
one more question to the handsome idiot. 

" 
Whom do you consider to be the great 

est composer who ever lived ?" 
The answer was given to us confidentially, 

as though imparting a professional secret. 
" Dere is a man in Paris vat make de organ, 
but he charge too much money; you say, 
with fierce look, 

1 
Cristi! give twelve pound, . 

no more !' Oh ! good organ ! eight tune !" 
So we gave him two pennies and he hoist 
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